First Data®

Integrated Token Services
You can easily offer digital wallets — and stay ahead of
the innovation curve.
Benefits to Your Business
As more mobile wallet options enter the
market, mobile payment transactions
continue to increase. First Data’s Integrated
Token Services helps you take advantage of
the latest in mobile wallets.

Latest Offerings

As a wallet provider, you need to rely on
tokenization to secure payment transactions.
But to successfully implement tokenization,
you need ubiquity, scalability, and a good
customer experience.

Speed-to-Market

First Data provides turnkey onboarding,
provisioning, and token management. You’ll
have the advantage of modern payment
security, complemented with a suite of token
services.
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First Data gives you access to the most
current mobile wallet offerings, easy to
implement for your customers.

Our solution will have you up and running
within weeks after contract commitment — a
good speed-to-market advantage over your
competition.

Security
First Data is a leader in payment security,
to help protect your business and your
customers.

First Data®

Integrated Token Services
Onboard Easily
Our Token Enrollment Team provides onboarding support
to help ensure that your accounts are eligible for mobile
wallets. You also can rely on the team to:

Integrate with Other
Available Services

 Manage engagement with the card associations
 Provide training
 Level 1 support during enrollment for your customer
service staff

Provision Plus
Help mitigate your business risk and
protect your customers, while quickly
approving legitimate customer
provisions. Create custom rules to give
your business flexibility during the
provision process.

One Time Passcode (OTP)
Authenticate your customers during the
provisioning process by sending them a
random code to validate their
identity. Used in tandem with Provision
Plus, you can isolate risky versus nonrisky mobile wallet provision requests.

Ongoing reporting and screen updates make it easier to
manage token impact day-to-day.

Build the Foundation
Seamlessly incorporate the newest mobile wallets and
stay ahead of emerging technologies with First Data’s bestin-class token management.
Our solution helps free-up resources so you can focus on
other business priorities. And you’ll benefit from First Data’s
ongoing collaboration with mobile payment providers.

Invest in the Future
Stay ahead of the curve and be prepared to provision
additional payment options — including debit and private
label. Direct access to the card associations enables you to
efficiently keep up with requirements and ongoing changes.

For more information, contact your Account
Representative or visit FirstData.com.
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